
Mugshot: Merissa Lawson, Immediate Past President 
This is my absolute favorite mug – it’s faded from being washed so many 

times, but I smile every time I use it. My brother and I grew up watching 

Saturday Night Live and were absolutely obsessed with Wayne’s World (hey, 

we were teenagers!). We watched all the SNL episodes – and even the movies 

– and we still quote some of the best lines (though we are definitely no longer 

teenagers). This mug makes me think of staying up late, laughing and being 

goofy with my big brother. 

 

 

Mugshot: Rachael Walker, President-Elect & Education Chair 
I like cats and it was buy-one-get-one-free at World Market, so I got one for 

my sister-in-law. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mugshot: Dan Moody, Membership Chair 
My brother, who lives back in my home state of Idaho, sent this as a surprise 

birthday present one day and it became my favorite over a generic Target mug 

that was being previously used. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mugshot: Emily Glesias, Communications Chair 
Why it's my favorite: Isn't it obvious?! Every morning I sit back, enjoy my Tea-

Rex mug and watch the magic happen! It's a good reminder that under the 

right conditions, anything can reveal its secrets - which, actually, can be a 

great metaphor for prospect research! (Even if all you find after digging are 

just skeletons.) The best part of having this mug is watching the confusion on 

my coworkers faces when I sit down with a fossil mug at the beginning of my 

meeting and by the end its transformed back into colorful dinosaurs! 



Mugshot: Teresa Pezdek, SC Regional Representative 
I love that it is pink, I love the message (the world always needs more 

kindness), and I love that it was a gift from one of my favorite people – my 

sister! 

 

 

 

 

 

Mugshot: Amy Jackson, NC Regional Representative 
This is my favorite mug because it reminds me of my love for music and my 

previous life as a music teacher. I love the fun handle that's shaped like a 

musical note, and it was a great find at one of my favorite antique places in 

Charlotte before they closed a few years back. Plus, the year on the bottom of 

the mug is the same year I was born! 

 

 

 

Mugshot: Emily Hinz, Treasurer  
These are my Tabasco mugs. I found each of them at different Goodwills at 

different times. The red one came to me first - as a hot sauce lover, I had to 

have it. When I saw the green one, years later, I thought it would make a great 

companion. I like to think they are buddies and chat it up in the cabinet 

together when not in use. 

 

 

 
 



Mugshot: Mimi Slade, Secretary  
This is my favorite mug because I got it on a trip years ago, and it is always fun 

to start the day thinking about that trip. It is also the perfect size to have a 

couple of cups. Even though this saying is a little cliche and overdone, it is 

always a good reminder to keep going. 

 

 

 

 

Mugshot: Jennifer Vincent, President  
While this mug is not the flashiest or funniest mug in my cabinet, I reach for it 

more than any other. It has a great feel to it. It’s heavy and large and keeps 

the coffee hot, while fitting perfectly in my hands. Best part of all, this mug 

was handmade for me by one of my brothers.  

 

 

 

 

Now it’s your turn – show us your #ApraCarolinasMugshot on Twitter or LinkedIn!  

https://twitter.com/apracarolinas
https://www.linkedin.com/company/apra-carolinas/

